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the two peoples like a sort of hereditary burden, and must continue
for ever. Beck, in a statement published in the Voelkischer
Boebachter, said that January 26, 1934, was a turning-point in
the shaping of neighbourly relations between Poland and the
German Reich, and that since then their relations were based
on mutual understanding and respect for each other's achieve-
ments.
Virtually simultaneous with those utterances was the visit to
Poland of General Goering, ostensibly as a guest at a hunting
party given by Moscicki, the scene being the Bialowieza forest,
the largest forest in the country and famous for game. It was
easy to conclude that the occasion served for intimate political
conversations. Goering, accompanied by Lipski, arrived at Warsaw
on January 27, and later he motored to the forest, where he joined
the President. Goering returned to Warsaw on January 31,
and had an hour's talk with Pilsudski. In the Polish Press comment
was divided on the purpose of the visit, the Opposition papers
stressing the continued importance of the Franco-Polish alliance
despite the Ten-years Pact with Germany. In the Foreign Affairs
Commission of the Seym on February i, Beck offered a general
exposition of Polish foreign policy which attracted great attention,
coming when it did, both at home and abroad. Referring to the
pact with Germany, he spoke of the "great good-will the German
Government was manifesting towards Poland." He reproached
the Western Powers, chiefly France, for signing the Locarno
Treaties, because they had ignored the vital interests of Poland
by differentiating between the eastern and western frontiers
of Germany, no guarantee being provided for the eastern side;
this was one reason why Poland must have regard to co-operation
with her neighbour.  He welcomed the  Franco-Italian pact
concluded at Rome as making for peace—Poland's interest in
the Danube valley, he said, was economic rather than political.
He spoke in friendly terms of the Soviet, Rumania, Hungary
and the Baltic States, but made no allusion to Czechoslovakia,
with whom relations remained unpleasant over Tescfaeii, and to
Lithuania—it had been rumoured in Warsaw that Rfeocfeia
had ag^in dissented from the German standpoint respecting

